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Abstract When playing one-shot economic games, individuals often blindly trust others,
accepting partnerships without any information regarding the trustworthiness of their partner. Consequently, they risk deleterious pacts. Oddly, when individuals do have information
about another, they reject partnerships that are not fair, despite the fact that such offers are
profitable—individuals costly punish. Why would one reject profitable partnerships on the
one hand, but risk unknown offers on the other? Significant research has gone into explaining the contexts where blind trust or costly punishment provides an evolutionary advantage;
however, both behaviours are rarely considered in tandem. Here we demonstrate that both
behaviours can simultaneously be revenue maximizing. Further, given the plausible condition of partially obscured information and partner choice, trust mediates the generation of
costly punishment. This result is important because it demonstrates that the evolutionary viability of trust, fairness, and costly punishment may be linked. The adaptive nature of fairness
expectations can best be explained in concert with trust.
Keywords Trust · Partial information · Costly punishment · Fairness · Trust game · Negative
pseudo-reciprocity

1 Introduction
The trust game offers an individual the opportunity to invest with another in hopes the other
can be trusted to return an increased investment. When offered the opportunity to invest,
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Table 1 Trust game
Defect

Trust

Investor

1

rb

Trustee

0

(1 − r )b

An investor begins with one unit of fitness. That investor then chooses to trust and invest in a trustee, or to
defect. If the investor defects, then they keep their payoff of 1, and the trustee receives 0. If the investor trusts,
then the investment is multiplied by some factor b, and the trustee returns some fraction r to the investor. The
investor will earn a profit if the trustee returns r ≥ 1/b

human players tend to make two seemingly poor decisions. First, when individuals possess
no information about their partner’s trustworthiness, they trust and invest despite the fact that
the subgame perfect strategy is for their partner to defect [11,44]. Second, when the trust
game is altered such that players know that the amount to be returned will be profitable, they
reject the offer unless the trade is fair—they express costly punishment against a potential
benefactor [47,49].
Why would it be beneficial to reject profitable offers on the one hand, but accept unknown
(and thus potentially deleterious) offers on the other? From a game theoretical perspective,
the opposite behaviour is optimal. In a one-shot game, it is better to never blindly accept
potentially deleterious deals and to always accept profitable offers. Have blind trust and
costly punishment not been vetted by the evolutionary process? Over the last decade, theoretical research has shown that, when taken separately, blind trust [47,48,53,78] or costly
punishment [8,26,43,65] can in some contexts provide an evolutionary advantage. Here for
the first time, we offer a parsimonious simultaneous account for both blind trust and rejection
of unfair offers.
A strategy comprised of both blind trust and costly punishment can in fact be revenue
maximizing and thus adaptive. We analyse the one-shot trust game in a context where participants have both partner choice and partial information about partners’ trustworthiness. We
find that trust and costly punishment can both be adaptive, and that trust mediates the evolution of costly punishment. Trust and costly punishment are revenue maximizing strategies
when taken in the context of each other and in environments where information is partially
obfuscated. Within evolutionary game theory, the analysis of co-evolving traits has a long
tradition [56]. Here we extend and exploit that literature to demonstrate that blind trust and
fairness norms are both adaptive when considered in tandem.

2 Motivation
In the trust game (TG), an individual (the investor) is given one unit of money. They can
either keep it and walk away, or invest it with another individual (the trustee). If invested, the
money is multiplied by some factor, b, and the trustee can choose to return some portion to
the investor. The amount returned is determined by the trustee’s return rate r ; any rate greater
than 1/b garners the investor a profit (see Table 1). In a one-shot game where the investor does
not possess any information about the trustee, defection is the subgame perfect equilibrium.
Because the trustee never benefits from returning anything to the investor, the investor should
not trust. But humans do tend to trust, and to invest, despite its suboptimality [11]. Attempts
to diagnose this propensity for blind trust have spanned both empirical [1,13,19,23,27,29,
44,45,57] and theoretical [16,33,50] disciplines.
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Recently, the theoretical literature has investigated whether experimentally observed levels
of trust can be explained by positing investors with some knowledge of the trustee’s return
rate. The intuition is that if humans evolved in small groups where reputations are difficult
to hide, perhaps the levels of trust observed in experiments would be adaptive. Manapat et
al. [47] have shown that selective pressure for trust can arise when the chance of knowing a
trustee’s return rate exceeds some threshold. This holds even when information is delayed and
inconsistent [48], or if information is costly [53]. Further, population structure can increase
the contexts where trust is adaptive [78].
Introducing knowledge of individual trustworthiness into the trust game opens up a new
way to consider human play. We may now think of the TG as it relates to the ultimatum
game (UG) and recognize failures to trust as a form of costly punishment. In the UG, a
proposer offers some fraction of a windfall to a responder. The responder decides whether
to accept the offered partition or to reject it—in which case neither side keeps any share of
the investment. The subgame perfect equilibrium is for the responder to accept any offer;
but most UG responders will reject unfair offers [49], though what is deemed ‘fair’ varies
somewhat across cultures [38].
In the TG, if an investor knows the expected return rate r for a trustee, their decision
to invest becomes relatable to the responder’s decision in the UG [78]; the investor must
decide whether to invest with another when they know the eventual return rate. Experimental
research has shown that when investors in the trust game are given information about the
trustee’s return rate, investors often reject offers that would be profitable (r > 1/b, [47]).
Similar to the UG, rejecting an offer when it provides a net gain for the investor can be
interpreted as a form of costly punishment. The investor is willing to pay a cost (i.e. lose
potential profit) to reject an offer that is deemed unfair.
Costly punishment is considered key to understanding the level of cooperation expressed
in contemporary human society [32,39,60]. Nevertheless, both the ultimate and proximate
causes of costly punishment remain an open question [37,66,73]. Some researchers have
suggested that costly punishment is explained by a human predisposition towards fairness—
that individuals are willing to pay to maintain a norm of fairness [30,32]. If this were the case,
we might expect costly punishers should act fairly in other contexts, but evidence suggests
costly punishment is not always correlated with prosocial behaviour [15,82]. Experimental
data suggests that punishment is expressed for multiple reasons, including both revenge and a
predisposition for fairness [14]. Even where it benefits society, punishment is often motivated
by anger [42] and is known to be linked to social dominance [58,59]. Evolutionary game
theory has shown that costly punishment can be adaptive if selective pressures focus on
relative rather than absolute payoffs [8,43], if punishment occurs probabilistically [46], if
payoffs for cooperation are nonlinearly related to the number of cooperative partners [62],
if punishing generates a reputation which increases cooperation in the future [41,71], or if
selective pressure is weak [65].
Adding the perspective of costly punishment to the trust game may only seem to confuse
matters further. Why would it be beneficial to reject advantageous offers on the one hand
(costly punish), but accept offers of unknown—and thus potentially deleterious—quality on
the other (blindly trust)? If humans are predisposed to fairness, then why is costly punishment
not correlated with trusting others [82]? If humans are attempting to outcompete each other
through relative payoffs [43], then why act trustingly at all [11]?
Partner choice and its resulting market dynamics may solve part of this quandary [21,28,
55]. When people can form reputations and select partners, higher levels of cooperation are
witnessed in the laboratory [76]. Recent research indicates that expectations of fairness can
arise from partner choice [3,24,26,75]. The intuition is that competition to be selected forces
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a rise in prosocial behaviour [6,35,55,68]. However, these results still do not explain why
an individual would reject all unfair but profitable offers in a one-shot game.
One reason why players may reject all unfair but profitable offers during economic games
is because they are using a natural heuristic which assumes they can always seek other,
unknown partnerships. Historically, costly punishment has been defined as the propensity to
incur a loss in order to punish those who behave unfairly. In the one-shot trust and ultimatum
game, this is witnessed in the tendency for players to reject all profitable, but unfair offers,
thus garnering less profit for themselves. However, when multiple available partners and
some partner knowledge are included in the trust game, behaviours that appear like costly
punishment may not be costly to the punisher. If rejecting all known profitable-but-unfair
offers and blindly trusting an unknown offer increases one’s payoff in the same round, then
such behaviour might not be termed ‘costly punishment’—the maker of the poor offer is
punished, but if the blind offer is expected to be higher then the punisher does not expect to
pay a cost. This implies that at least in some conditions, sanctioning behaviour often perceived
as costly punishment may be part of a system of negative pseudo-reciprocity [18]. Individuals
who are free to seek alternatives may leave profitable, but unfair partnerships in order to seek
improved payouts. It is well known that in such environments negative pseudo-reciprocity
can explain the rejection of current partnerships [26,52].
What has not been shown is how such behaviour interacts with trustworthiness. Here
we present a model which, to our knowledge, is the first to describe how blind trust and
risky negative pseudo-reciprocity—which will sometimes manifest as costly punishment—
can co-evolve. We find that a combination of both blind trust and a willingness to sanction
others creates a higher payoff than either one of those behaviours in isolation. The literature
describing the evolutionary functions of trust and costly punishment often presumes that
the suboptimal results of one-shot experimental games are a consequence of the fact that
participants use heuristics which are adapted to more natural environments. Our work presents
a similar but more parsimonious explanation for why both trust and rejecting all known but
unfair partnerships may be functional. Punishment which often manifests as costly can be
explained in tandem with trust, if we assume individuals typically operate in environments
of partial information and partner choice.
By creating competition between (i) trustees whose individual return rates are known and
(ii) trustees with unknown individual rates, we find that blind trust and rejecting all known
profitable offers can both be adaptive. An individual with high trust and a willingness to
sanction earns more profit than those who share only one or neither of those behaviours.
Further, we show that rejecting known profitable offers cannot evolve in this context without
trust, and that such behaviour is only adaptive in environments of partial information. This
form of punishment can be advantageous if and only if it includes the implicit threat to trust
unknown offers.

3 The Evolution of Trust
3.1 Model
Manapat et al. [47] argue that the trust demonstrated in the laboratory may be a consequence
of humans evolving in small groups with partial information. Here we replicate their results
using simulated evolution. We show that trust is adaptive given both partner choice and
occasional knowledge of trustees’ return rates.
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In this model, a population of investors and trustees play multiple one-shot trust games.
The population consists of Ni = 500 investors and Nt = 500 trustees. A trustee is genetically
encoded with r ∈ [0 . . . 1], its return rate. This is the fraction of the investment the trustee will
return to the investor. Each investor possesses a trust attribute t ∈ [0 . . . 1], which represents
the chance of the investor trusting a trustee when they possess no information regarding the
trustee’s return rate. For all simulations shown here, we set b = 3. With probability t, an
investor trusts a trustee and the trustee is given b = 3. The trustee then returns r b to the
investor and retains (1 − r )b for itself (see Table 1). With probability (1 − t), the investor
does not trust and retains the one unit of fitness, leaving the trustee with nothing.
In a one-shot game where the investor has no information regarding the trustee’s rate of
return, the subgame perfect equilibrium is not to trust. This changes when an investor (i) may
select from one of multiple trustees and (ii) might have some knowledge of a trustee’s return
rate.
In this model, each round an investor is presented with k randomly selected trustees from
the population of Nt trustees. q is the probability of knowing the return rate, r , for a given
trustee. The investor may then invest with one of the k trustees. For example, if k = 4 and
q = 0.5, then four random trustees are selected for a given investor. Since q = 0.5, there is
a 50% chance the investor will know a given trustee’s return rate. As such, on average the
investor will know the return rates of two trustees, whilst the return rates for the other two
will remain unknown. The investor can then select one of the four partners.
How should an investor choose among many potential partners when they have information
about some trustees and no information about others? Here we slightly alter the decision rule
presented in Manapat et al. [47]. Keeping in mind that the investor only makes money if the
trustee’s return rate is greater than 1/b (in this case 1/3), we presume that an investor (i)
selects the highest known return rate as long as r > 1/b. (ii) If no such return rate exists
and the investor is trusting, they invest in an unknown return rate, otherwise (iii) they do not
invest and keep the 1 unit of fitness.
This can be written formally. In a particular game, the investor will know the return rate of
j out of the k trustees, based on the value of q. Consequently, an investor will select trustee
i with return rate ri with probability:
⎧
1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
p(ri ) = 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ t

k− j

i ≤ j; max r x = ri ≥ 1/b
1≤x≤ j

i ≤ j; max r x  = ri
1≤x≤ j

(1)

i > j; max r x < 1/b
1≤x≤ j

If the return rate, ri , is the highest known rate, and the return rate is greater than 1/b,
then the investor will select it. If ri is known, but there are other larger, known return rates, it
will not be selected. Finally, if none of the known return rates are greater than 1/b, then the
investor will randomly select an unknown return rate with probability t. Thus, as an investor’s
trust increases, they are more likely to take a risk and invest in an unknown trustee.
This decision rule is employed for a couple of reasons. First, the investor is profit maximizing when information is known. If the return rates for all trustees are known (q = 1), the
investor selects the highest return rate, presuming the highest offer is profitable (r > 1/b).
Second, the decision rule tests the advantages of trust without the potential confound of punishment. Because the investor will always accept the highest known, profitable offer before
risking an unknown offer, the agent never punishes—the investor never rejects offers that
are profitable (r > 1/b) in order to trust. Thus, in this simulation, we test whether trust is
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Fig. 1 Selection for trust in the investors (left) and return rate in the trustees (right), both as functions of
information the investors hold about the trustees (q) and the number of partners available in each round (k).
The depicted values are averages over 5 runs with populations of 500 averaged over the final 400 generations
of each run. (Left) The average trust, t, in the investor population, where the investors accept the highest known
return greater than 1/b. (Right) The average return rate, r , in the trustee population

adaptive in a profit maximizing investor who never rejects profitable offers. In subsequent
sections we will evaluate whether trust is adaptive when investors may reject profitable offers.
During each round, an investor is offered the opportunity to invest with one of k randomly
selected trustees. Each investor plays x = 500 rounds of the game, and after x rounds, a
new generation of investors and trustees are selected.1 If an investor’s trust (t) or a trustee’s
return rate (r ) performs better compared to others, that agent and its attribute have a higher
likelihood of appearing in the next generation.
After x rounds, the next generation of trustees and investors is simultaneously generated.
In line with Manapat et al. [47], each agent is selected for the next generation using a variant
of the pairwise comparison process [79]. During the creation of the next generation, each
agent is randomly paired with another agent of the same type. The second agent adopts the
strategy of the first with probability ρ(1 − μ), where ρ is:
1
(2)
1 + e−β(πa −πb )
πa and πb represent the average payoffs of the first and second agent over x rounds. β
affects the intensity of selection. We chose β = 20, as it is in line with Manapat et al. [47]
and since it represents a relatively intense selection process, permitting new information and
strategies to quickly permeate through the population. Finally, with probability μ = 0.01,
the second agent randomly selects a new strategy in the range [0, 1].
Initially, r and t are randomly instantiated in the range [0, 1], and throughout this work
(until the final sensitivity analysis, Sect. 6), b = 3. When an attribute is added to the next
generation, it is slightly mutated over a zero-mean, uniform distribution, ν, in the range
ν ∈ [−0.005, 0.005]. g = 500 generations are run, and the population’s average trust and
return rates are considered.
ρ=

3.2 Results
Figure 1 shows a replication of the findings by Manapat et al. [47] with the novel decision
rule described in Eq. 1. Figure 1(left) shows that the adaptiveness of trust depends on the
market size (k), and the likelihood of possessing information (q). Generally, high levels of
1 All models and code for figures are available in supporting materials.
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trust evolve; investors are willing to invest with trustees despite ignorance of their individual
return rate. However, a few points are worth highlighting. First, if the chance of possessing
information is sufficiently low, then trusting is not advantageous. Further, trust requires more
information as the market size decreases. When there is no partner choice (k = 1), trust
begins to fail when q < 0.3. Finally, trust declines when the likelihood of information is
high; however, this is not because trust is detrimental. Rather, trust is not needed so it is not
selected for (see Sect. 3.3).
Figure 1(right) depicts the trustees’ average return rate. When there is only one partner,
the trustees return a rate barely greater than 1/b. When partner choice is added (k > 1),
trustee return rates become a function of both k and q. When either the number of partners
(k) or the frequency of information (q) increases, so does the average return rate (r ).

3.3 Discussion
Manapat et al. [47] showed that trust is adaptive as long as the chance of knowing at least
one return rate is greater than 1/b. Our results confirm this finding. In a one-shot game where
an investor has no memory, or third-party reputational information about their partner, it can
be adaptive to blindly trust another as long as the interaction operates in a market where
information is occasionally available. Further, as the number of potential partners increases
(i.e. the market grows), trust is adaptive even with lower levels of information.
It is interesting to note that when the amount of information is held static, trust seems to
behave non-monotonically as the number of partners increases. When k = 2, trust is higher
than when k = 1 for the same value of q. Then trust often declines as the number of partners
increases further.
Trust at k = 2 is greater than when k = 1, because when k = 1, the average return rate of
the trustee is barely above 1/b. Thus, any fluctuations in return rates can reduce the value of
trust because an unknown offer is worse than keeping the initial endowment. When k ≥ 2,
competition from partner choice keeps return rates high. Consequently, even when return
rates fluctuate, trusting is typically advantageous.
In addition, we find that as information and partner choice increase there exists a threshold
where trust appears to decline [cf. Fig. 1(left)]. This is not because trust is detrimental, but
rather because trust is unnecessary. When the rate of information is high, the return rate of
each potential partner is likely known; thus, the investor is rarely faced with the dilemma of
trusting an unknown partner. Consequently, trust drifts neutrally; trusting and non-trusting
investors perform similarly because they never need to trust [47].
Figure 1(right) depicts the underlying market competition between the trustees. A trustee
can only receive money if it is selected for investment. Without partner choice (k = 1), the
trustee offers the minimum value which is advantageous to the investor (r > 1/b). As both
the number of partners and the frequency of information rise, the chance increases that an
investor will learn more than one return rate. As such, the trustees must raise their return
rates to compete for selection. When information is fully transparent (q = 1), trustees are
forced to offer almost everything in order to outcompete other trustees.
This is in line with the work by Debove et al. [26], who showed in the ultimatum game that
partner choice can lead to large returns when there is an imbalance in the number of investors
and trustees. Again, however, whilst trustee partner choice may generate higher return rates,
it does not explain the human propensity to reject all known profitable, but unfair offers. We
address this in the next two experiments.
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4 Costly Punishment Evolves Only with Partial Information
Whilst Manapat et al. [47] demonstrated that trust is adaptive under certain conditions,
they could not explain the propensity of one-shot trust game players to reject all known
profitable-but-unfair offers. In this section, we extend the Manapat et al. [47] model and
demonstrate that such behaviour co-evolves with trust, partner choice, and partial information. We show that complete transparency of information does not lead to rejecting unfair
offers. Rather, a demand for fairness evolves only when information is partially obfuscated.
In Experiment 1, an investor selected the largest known return rate, provided the rate was
larger than 1/b. As a consequence, investors were not permitted to reject a profitable offer.
We can relate the above decision rule to the notion of minimal acceptable offer (MAO), found
in the ultimatum game. As the name suggests, the MAO is the minimal offer an investor will
consider.
In Experiment 1, investors’ MAO was set to 1/b. Here, we allow the MAO to evolve. By
doing this, we enable selection for punishment which will sometimes manifest as costly. If
an investor rejects all known offers greater than 1/b, then the agent is rejecting profitable
offers, which is a behaviour analogous to costly punishment witnessed in the one-shot trust
and ultimatum game. The behaviour is in fact costly (at least local to the round) if either
there are no unknown offers or the investor does not trust and accepts no other partner.
We show that a MAO closer to fairness (1/2) is adaptive given partner choice and partial
information.

4.1 Model
We add a new variable to each investor, demand d ∈ [0 . . . 1]. Demand is the MAO
that the investor will accept when a trustee’s return rate is known. An investor is now
characterized by both trust, t, and its minimum acceptable offer, d. If an investor’s
demand is 0.5, then it will only accept offers that are fair or better—the trustee must
offer at least a 50% return. If the investor’s demand is 1/b, then it behaves exactly as
before.
We can formalize the investor’s decision rule. Based on the transparency of information,
q, an investor knows the return rate for j out of k trustees. It invests with trustee i who has
return rate ri with probability:
⎧
⎪
⎪1
⎪
⎨
p(ri ) = 0
⎪
⎪
⎪ t
⎩

k− j

i ≤ j; max r x = ri ≥ d
1≤x≤ j

i ≤ j; max r x  = ri
1≤x≤ j

(3)

i > j; max r x < d
1≤x≤ j

There are only two changes from Eq. 1. First, a trustee with a known return rate is only
chosen if its return is greater than or equal to d, rather than 1/b. Second, based on its trust, t,
an investor invests with an unknown trustee if none of the known return rates meet the MAO
of the agent.
Since simulated evolution selects for the agents with the highest payouts, the decision rule
creates pressure to find the revenue maximizing values of d, t, and r . This allows us to test
whether rejecting profitable offers and trust can be adaptive in the limit case—when agents
are attempting to maximize profit.
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Fig. 2 Standards of fairness benefit investors and are selected for in conditions of partial information and
partner choice. (Left) The investors’ average minimum acceptable offer (d) over the final 400 generations,
averaged over 5 runs. (Right) Investors’ average fractional payoff difference when demand (d) evolves versus
when it is held static at 1/b, as in the first experiment

4.2 Results
Figure 2(left) depicts the population’s average MAO (d) for differing values of q and k.
Without partner choice (k = 1) and as long as information is moderately translucent (q ≥
0.3), it is not advantageous to demand a return rate greater than 1/b. However, as soon as an
investor can select between multiple partners, k > 1, then the average minimum acceptable
offer increases. On average, investors are willing to reject profitable offers.
We then calculated the fractional payoff of each investor. The fractional payoff is calculated
by taking an investor’s average payoff across x rounds and dividing it by b. This represents
the fraction of the maximum reward (in this case b = 3), which the investor received.
Figure 2(right) represents the fractional payoff difference between investors who evolved
demand and those in the previous experiment where the MAO was held static at 1/b. Positive
values represent the contexts where an investor earns more by rejecting profitable offers. Thus,
in Fig. 2(right), when the payoff difference is positive, then the ability to reject profitable
offers (i.e. MAO > 1/3) leads to an increased payoff for the investor and consequently
an evolutionary advantage. As the figure illustrates, it is only beneficial to reject profitable
offers given partner choice (k ≥ 2) and when information is not fully transparent (q < 1).
Interestingly, these results, whilst reliable, derive from unstable dynamics—for an example
run, see Fig. 3. This kind of highly cooperative, but unstable dynamic is often witnessed in
the evolution of cooperation literature [22,36].
Finally, despite permitting the evolution of a MAO, trust still evolves. The graph is not
shown due to space constraints, but the average levels of trust are similar to those depicted
in Fig. 1(left).

4.3 Discussion
The tendency to reject all known profitable, but unfair offers in the trust or ultimatum game
is often framed as a form of costly punishment. Here we show that such behaviour is profit
maximizing in environments where information is partially obscured. In this model such
behaviour is not necessarily costly punishment because individuals may in some rounds and
conditions still accept another offer, which may possibly prove to be more profitable. As such,
we show that costly punishment in these contexts may be accounted for by ongoing processes
of negative pseudo-reciprocity [18], where players are able to punish partners by seeking other
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unknown pacts. Since humans typically operate in an environment with alternative (albeit
unknown) options, rejecting all known profitable, but unfair options will sometimes be immediately beneficial, as well as providing long-term benefit by motivating higher rates of return.
Previous research has focused on analysing the evolutionary feasibility of either trust
or costly punishment separately. We have shown that contexts exist where both blind trust
and rejecting all known profitable, but unfair offers are simultaneously adaptive. In fact,
possessing both a willingness to blindly trust and reject known profitable offers results in a
better payout than either attribute in isolation. In small groups with partial information, there
is selective pressure to both reject unfair offers and trust unknown offers.
Whilst rejecting profitable offers evolved throughout most of the parameter space (see
Fig. 2(left)), such behaviour did not always increase investor payoff. For instance, when the
number of partners and information prevalence are high [upper right corner of Fig. 2(right)],
rejecting unfair offers is not advantageous. This is because with widespread knowledge of
return rates (high information), competition between trustees pushes these rates to high levels.
A willingness to reject offers of 0.5 is irrelevant if trustees are always offering returns above
0.9 [see Fig. 1(right)]. Thus, demand, d, has negligible effects and drifts neutrally.
Interestingly, there is only one context where rejecting profitable offers is advantageous—
when there is both partially occluded information (q < 1), and partner choice (k > 1). What
is unique about partial information? When information is not fully transparent, there is an
opportunity for an investor to trust an unknown trustee. When information is transparent,
trust is never a factor because, by definition, trust is only applicable when there is risk.
Our results indicate that rejecting profitable offers is adaptive because of its impact on the
marketplace. The benefit derives from its impact on the selective landscape of the trustees.
Rejecting all known offers is adaptive because it provides selective pressure on the trustees,
forcing the trustees to increase their offers. Why is that? To further examine this phenomenon,
we next explore demand rates when trust is removed from the investors.

5 Rejecting Profitable Offers is not Adaptive without Trust
Here we analyse the interdependence between trust and rejecting profitable offers. Above, we
demonstrated that both blind trust and punishment behaviour that often manifests as costly
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(rejecting all known profitable-but-unfair offers) are adaptive with partner choice under partial
information. Here we show that such behaviour is not adaptive without trust.
In the previous simulations, if no trustee offered a return rate above an investor’s MAO,
the investor had to decide whether to trust an unknown trustee, or keep its 1 unit of fitness.
Here we force investor trust to zero. The probability of selecting a trustee i with return rate
ri now becomes:
⎧
⎪
1 i ≤ j; max r x = ri ≥ d
⎪
⎪
1≤x≤ j
⎨
p(ri ) = 0 i ≤ j; max r x  = ri
(4)
⎪
1≤x≤ j
⎪
⎪
⎩0 i > j
When a trustee’s return rate is unknown (i > j), it will never be selected. If no known
trustee meets an investor’s MAO, the investor will simply keep its one unit of fitness.

5.1 Results
Figure 4 shows the population’s average MAO (d) when investors are untrusting (t = 0).
Generally, rejecting profitable offers does not evolve; the MAO rarely raises above 1/b. Only
when both information and the number of investors are high is d > 1/3.

5.2 Discussion
Generally, rejecting profitable offers cannot evolve without trust. However, in the upper right
corner of Fig. 4, higher minimum acceptable offers occur. This is, again, due to neutral drift
in contexts where prevalent information leads to increased competition and higher rates of
return. To validate that none of the evolved demand rates conferred advantages to the investor,
we ran another simulation. As before, we held trust at zero (t = 0), but this time we also held
the demand rate static at d = 1/3. In such a context, the investor will never leave a profitable
offer on the table, but will also never trust an unknown offer. We subtracted the average
payoff from investors who evolved d from those where d = 1/3. No evolved investor payoff
outperformed investors where d = 1/3 (graph not shown, because all numbers were less
than zero). Consequently, even when the average MAO drifts above 1/3 in Fig. 4, it confers
no benefit.
The finding that trust mediates adaptive costly punishment is congruent with the findings
of Balliet and Van Lange [5], who show in a global meta-analysis that punishment only
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promotes cooperation where levels of trust are high. However, there is a potential confound
to their analysis—trust and cooperation are both correlated with wealth. It may be that trust,
cooperation, and other public goods are a luxury more prevalent in societies well under the
carrying capacity of their environment [74]. Nevertheless, the dynamics of our results hold
across even the economically neutral contexts of abstract simulations, so must be considered
a parsimonious explanation for this observed regularity.
In summary, rejecting profitable offers cannot evolve without trust. But, why is that?
Should not high demand rates threaten the trustees? If trustees do not acquiesce to high
demands, then no one will invest. However, we have shown that, in an evolutionary context,
this threat is not sufficient to raise trustee returns. If simply raising demands was sufficient
to increase returns, then high minimum acceptable offers would have evolved without trust.
What does trust confer which enables the rejection of unfair offers? High trust increases
the likelihood that an investor will invest with a trustee despite ignorance of the trustee’s
return rate. If removing trust eliminates the advantages of rejecting profitable offers, then
we know that it is not just the threat of the MAO which increases the return rates of the
trustees. Instead, the combination of a high MAO mixed with the threat of investing with
an unknown trustee increases the trustee return rates. By eliminating competition between
known and unknown return rates, we have eliminated positive selection for d. Demanding
a fair offer is only adaptive in the context of co-evolving levels of trust in environments of
partial information.

6 Sensitivity Analysis
To validate that these results are not limited to a small parameter space, we ran a sensitivity
analysis. We considered our results in the context of the number of partners (k), population
size (Ni and Nt ), the value of investment (b), selection intensity (β), and mutation rates (μ
and ν). Generally, we found that our results hold for a wide range of environments. Blind
trust and a willingness to reject unfair offers are robustly adaptive given partner choice and
partial information.

6.1 Potential Partners: k
First, we tested whether our results hold as the number of potential partners increase (see
“Appendix A”). When the number of partners (k) is extended to fifteen, our results continue
to hold. When there is selective pressure for trust, it is advantageous to demand fair offers;
and both behaviours require partial information and partner choice.

6.2 Population Size: Ni and Nt
Next, we tested whether our findings are sensitive to population size. In “Appendix B”, we
show that increasing the population of investors and trustees by tenfold (Ni = Nt = 5, 000)
does not alter the results.

6.3 Value of Investment: b
In “Appendix C”, we tested whether our findings are sensitive to the value of investing, b.
Above, when an investor selected a partner, the investment of 1 was multiplied by b = 3.
We reran our simulations for b = 2, 4, and 5. Again, our main results held. There is always
a state space where blind trust and demands for fairness are advantageous.
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Interestingly, as b increases, both 1.) the state space and 2.) the relative benefit where both
blind trust and demands for fairness are adaptive grow. These results offer some interesting
predictions which seem to fall in line with the cultural and economic differences in the trust
and ultimatum game. It is well known that industrially advanced, rich societies tend to demand
levels of fairness much higher than other societies [40]. This model predicts that as the value
of investment rises (such as in rich, industrial societies), it is more likely that society will
operate in a state space where demands for fairness are adaptive. Of course, the trust game is
a very simple metaphor for a marketplace, and other factors are assuredly affecting fairness
norms; however, further research may prove enlightening.

6.4 Selection and Mutation: β, μ, and ν
It has been shown that selection intensity can alter the long-term benefits of costly punishment [65]. As such, we tested our results for differing values of β (see “Appendix D”). β
represents the likelihood than an agent will copy a better performing strategy.
We found that blind trust and high MAOs co-evolve even when selection intensity is relatively weak. Whilst there is a threshold where our results fail, this is well below the empirical
evidence which describes how often humans tend to adopt better performing strategies [20].
It has also been shown that cooperation can benefit from variation in the population [51].
As such, we ran a sensitivity analysis on our mutation rates, μ, and ν. As a reminder, μ is
the likelihood that an individual will randomly change strategies during the selection phase.
ν represents the accuracy with which a strategy is copied.
In the main text, μ = 0.01 and ν = 0.005. We tested μ = 0.002 and μ = 0.05 when
ν = 0.005. Further, we used ν = 0.025 and ν = 0.001, when mu = 0.01. Our results held
in all instances (see “Appendix E”). Blind trust and rejecting unfair offers are adaptive given
partner choice and partial information.

6.5 Robustness to Other Conditions Facilitating Cooperation
In separate work [17], we are exploring (i) using culture rather than evolution (imitation rather
than reproduction), (ii) drawing both roles from the same population, such that each individual
has an r , t, and d, and (iii) the impact of spatial structure. As might be expected from our results
and from other existing literature (e.g. [72,77,78]), changes known to extend cooperation also
extend cooperation in our model. This does not, however, necessarily mean that they increase
trust. What we have shown is that conditions of high choice and high information favour
informed cooperation, rendering trust moot. Where cooperation is fairly but not sufficiently
reliable, high trust is selected; where there is insufficient choice to keep trust high, there
may be moderate rates of trust and high demand. In some conditions cooperation is not
supported at all. Ecosystem features that facilitate cooperation appear to shift all three phases
of cooperation further into the low information, low choice parameter space.

7 General Discussion
We have proposed a novel explanation as to why humans trust unknown and thus potentially
disadvantageous offers, yet reject profitable-but-unfair offers. In small markets with partial
information, these behaviours together are both adaptive. This is because creating competition
between trustees with known and unknown rates of return is advantageous for the investor.
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The willingness to trust an unknown partner, occurring with the willingness to reject
profitable-but-unfair known offers, generates just such a competition. Because investors are
willing to risk unknown partnerships, they are able to evolve higher minimum acceptable
offers. Once the competition between the unknown and known trustees is created, the trustees
are forced to raise their return rates. Neither cooperation nor defection on the part of the
trustees is stable, but overall cooperation is sufficiently frequent to generally provide high
expectations for fairness. Even where these collapse, the dynamics of the market are such that
the system rapidly recovers (Fig. 3). However, where investors do not trust unknown offers,
raising minimum acceptable offers confers no benefit. Trust is a prerequisite for the evolution
of rejecting profitable-but-unfair offers and, as suggested by Queller and Strassmann [61],
requires a measure of ignorance.
The rejection of profitable-but-unfair offers when no alternative offer exists is a form of
costly punishment and has historically been identified as such in one-shot trust or ultimatum
games. Here we suggest a deflationary account for such behaviour. Rejecting all known
profitable offers can be revenue maximizing in environments where the individual can select
from other, unknown offers. An environment where information is also partially obscured
is sufficient for the development of such behaviour. We demonstrate that behaviour which
will sometimes manifest as costly punishment can be advantageous as long as there are
also at least sometimes unknown offers which can be sought and trusted. There also needs
to be enough information available for trust to evolve (see Model 1); however, if there is
sufficiently low information, then rejecting profitable offers becomes adaptive (see Model
2). These conditions can be expanded via other mechanisms known to facilitate cooperation
such as spatial structure, though some will also increase the range of conditions in which trust
is not required for cooperation. In such conditions trusts’ selection is therefore not supported,
at least in this model.
It is well known that if investors can choose from several partners, then market competition
can generate an expectation for fairness [9,34,70]. This idea has been discussed under the
terms biological markets [6,55] and competitive altruism [35,68], and it has been empirically
demonstrated that partner choice increases prosocial behaviour through competition [63,69,
80]. However, whilst partner choice explains why trustees would offer a higher return, such
work does not describe why an individual would reject all available profitable-but-unfair
offers.
Our results can be considered in the light of the recent discussion on how outside options
affect fairness norms [4,26]. Debove et al. [26] show that the development of fairness norms
depends on how an offer compares to other potential offers (i.e. an individual’s outside
options). In their work, demands for fairness developed as long as other partners were easily
found. However, if finding another partner came at a high cost, then fairness norms failed to
develop. In the present work, blind trust can be seen as increasing an investor’s outside options.
Rather than being detrimental, blind trust increases the number of potential investments,
generating competition between unknown and known trustees. This, in turn, provides scope
for rejecting all, known profitable, but unfair offers.
As previously mentioned, in our model the reason rejecting all profitable offers is revenue
maximizing is because it does not always manifest as costly punishment. Individuals only
pay a cost to reject the profitable offers when there are no unknown offers, when they do not
trust unknown offers, or when an unknown offer is chosen but has a lower return rate than
the rejected offer. In any one turn, investing may reduce their payoff with such a risk (thus
paying a cost), but, on average, they turn a larger profit than by always accepting the highest
known offer (see Model 2). Whilst the action of withholding cooperation in this context is
therefore often costly punishment, it is always akin to negative pseudo-reciprocity, where
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rejecting partnerships results in gains for the rejecting player. Costly punishment in one-shot
trust and ultimatum games may best be understood in this same context.
To our knowledge, ours is the first work to consider the evolutionary feasibility of blind
trust and negative pseudo-reciprocity simultaneously. Whilst McNamara and Leimar [52]
showed that rejecting profitable offers can be advantageous when the player predicts increased
payoffs with another partner, we have demonstrated how such a calculation interacts with the
evolution of trust in a partially occluded environment. By including the natural assumption
that information about others is partially occluded, we demonstrate how rejecting all known
profitable-but-unfair offers is adaptive due to another human decision-making quandary, blind
trust. Rejecting all known offers can be advantageous as long as the environment is transparent
enough for trust to be adaptive, but not fully transparent. This is likely the environment most
humans occupy.
Since costly punishment is known to confer long-term benefits in environments where
reputation is built [41,71], a large amount of recent work on partner choice has considered
the formation of multiple-round partnerships and the cost of leaving such partnerships [7,26].
It is important to note that the models presented here consider partner choice in a one-shot
game. We do not consider partnerships which subsist over multiple rounds. Players have
no memories and cannot form reputations. As such, this model parsimoniously describes
experimental behaviour witnessed in the one-shot ultimatum and trust game. Rejecting unfair
offers and blind trusting in a one-shot trust game does not require complex social dynamics.
When a market operates in partial information, blind trust and demands for fairness fall out
for free.
A potential criticism is that our results are considered over an evolutionary time frame.
Humans are not genetically, unconditionally trustworthy; we frequently adjust our strategies
based on prior experience [10,64,74]. Individuals are calculatingly trusting [81]. We believe
that the present results can be considered over an individual lifetime, demonstrating the
conditional nature of trust. Evolutionary algorithms are particularly useful in uncovering
advantageous strategies in populations where the frequency distribution of strategies affect
the outcome of each action [2]. They are learning algorithms and can be metaphorically
applied to learning both within and across lifetimes [54]. If the evolutionary metaphor is
ripped away, the algorithm still searches for the best strategy at any given moment in time.
If each “generation” is interpreted as individuals attempting to find one of the best actions
given the current state of the market, then Fig. 3 demonstrates the conditional nature of
trust. Generally trust is advantageous; however, if trustees attempt to exploit investor trust,
trust quickly dissipates. Importantly, trust just as quickly reappears when trustees begin to
offer acceptable return rates. This is congruent with the Fudenberg et al. [31] finding that
individuals will quickly forgive harmful transactions when it is in their benefit to do so.

8 Conclusion
We have presented a parsimonious model accounting for both the rejection of profitablebut-unfair offers and the trusting acceptance of unknown offers. In environments of partial
information where minimal acceptable offers and trust co-evolve, such behaviour is adaptive.
In Experiment 1, we replicated the result that blind trust is adaptive provided there is sufficient
information about one’s partners. In Experiment 2, we demonstrated that rejecting profitable,
unfair offers—a behaviour analogous to costly punishment in a one-shot ultimatum game—is
advantageous presuming trust exists in environments of partner choice and information is
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sufficient obfuscated. Finally, we showed that in such contexts, fairness expectations cannot
evolve without trust. This provides a relatively simple explanation for both blind trust and
the often costly rejection of unfair offers. Trust is adaptive given partner choice and partial
information. Once trusting players frequent a population, rejecting profitable, but unfair
offers is advantageous. Demanding fair offers cannot evolve without both ignorance and
trust. Demanding a fair offer is only reliably advantageous if it includes the threat to accept
unknown offers.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.

A Sensitivity Analysis: Number of Partners (k)
We ran a sensitivity analysis on the number of potential partners. In the main text, the
number of partners ranged from k = 1 to 5. Here, we extend the analysis to include up to
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Fig. 5 Sensitivity analysis as partner choice increases to fifteen. Each value represents the population mean
over the last 400 generations, averaged over 5 runs. b is held constant at three. a Average investor trust, t,
when MAO (d) is held static at 1/b. b Average trustee return rate, r , when MAO is held static. c The investors’
average minimum acceptable offer, d, when it is permitted to evolve. d The difference between the investors’
average fraction received when demand (d) evolves versus when it is held static at 1/b
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k = 15 partners. We ran two simulations. In the first, the investors’ MAO (d) was allowed
to evolve. In the second simulation, the MAO was held static at 1/b. Figure 5 depicts the
results. From k = 1 to 5, the graphs are identical to those in the main text.
Figure 5a illustrates the average trust when investor MAO is held static at 1/b. Trust
remains above 40% for all but the most obfuscated of environments (q > 0.1). When q > 0.1,
levels of trust are high, but diminish given high information and a large number of partners.
This is due to the fact that as the number of partners rise, the likelihood of knowing the
return rates of multiple partners increases. When k = 12 − 15, this is true even in moderately
obfuscated environments (q ≈ 0.5). This causes trust to become superfluous. As mentioned
in the main text, if enough information is known about a sufficient number of trustees, trusting
unknown offers becomes unnecessary because a high offer is always known and available.
Consequently, trust drifts near 50%.
Figure 5b depicts the average return rate of the trustee when MAO is held static at 1/b.
Compared to Fig. 1(right), the trend continues as expected. As the number of partners rise,
return rates increase. This is due to competition between trustees. The highest return rates
(white part of Fig. 5b) are directly correlated with eliminating selection pressure on trust
(the dark brown portion of Fig. 5a). When a sufficient number of return rates are known, the
average return rate rises towards one, and trust is no longer required.
Figure 5c illustrates the average MAO (d) when demand (d) is permitted to evolve. As in
Fig. 2, demand is higher than 1/b whenever partner choice is greater than 1. Figure 5d depicts
the fractional payoff difference between the simulation where d evolves, compared to when
d = 1/b. As in Fig. 2(right), demanding a fair offer (d > 1/b) is only advantageous when
information is partially occluded (q < 1), and when there are multiple partners (k > 1).
However, the state space where demanding fairness generates an advantage diminishes as
the number of partners rise.
As discussed in Sect. 5, this is because demanding a fair offer is only advantageous when
there is selective pressure for trust. Since the utility of trust (t) relative to partner information
(q) decreases as the number of partners (k) increase, rejecting unfair offers is advantageous
in a smaller portion of the state space.

A.1 Discussion
The main finding of the paper continues to hold as the number of partners increase. When there
is selective pressure for trust, then demanding fair offers (d > 1/b) is revenue maximizing.
Blind trust and demanding fair returns co-evolve. As described in Sect. 5, pressure for the
development of fair offers requires there is a benefit for blind trust.
One potential criticism concerns the decreasing state space where trust and demanding
fairness co-evolve. If humans operate in large groups, then it becomes increasingly unlikely
that society operates in the state space where both blind trust and high MAO co-evolve.
Admittedly, this is a simple model and will not precisely project onto the complexities of the
real world. However, we argue that humans have and do operate in a state space where trust
and fairness norms are advantageous.
In order for trust to become superfluous and thus not co-evolve with fairness norms, market
prices must be transparent enough that seeking an alternative price is rarely advantageous.
This essentially amounts to a Bertrand competition [12], where perfect competition drives
the prices of goods to the marginal cost. We suggest that this was not the case for most of
human history. As a result, it would have been beneficial for individuals to develop both blind
trust and demands for fairness.
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The world and the market are, however, becoming increasingly transparent. This might
have fascinating effects on the generation of trust and fairness norms in future societies. Whilst
there is evidence that increased information transparency has not yet homogenized online
price formation, nor reduced prices to marginal cost [25], the trend in both directions is apparent. Preliminary work as begun to consider how trust and fairness norms will change as societal transparency increases (see Bryson and Rauwolf [17]), but this remains an open question.

B Sensitivity Analysis: Number of Players (Ni and Nt )
Here the number of investors (Ni ) and trustees (Nt ) are increased to 5000, compared to
the main text where Ni = Nt = 500. Our goal was to ensure that our results hold in a setting
with significantly more players. We ran two simulations. In the first, investor MAO (d) was
allowed to evolve. In the second, investor MAO was held static at 1/3.
Figure 6 depicts the results. Figure 6a illustrates the average investor trust when MAO is
held static at 1/b. Figure 6b highlights the average trustee return rate when d = 1/b. Figure 6c
shows the average investor MAO (d) when it is permitted to evolve. Finally, Fig. 6d depicts
the payoff difference when investors evolve their MAO versus when it is held static. The
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Fig. 6 Sensitivity analysis for 5000 investors and trustees. Each value represents the population mean over
the last 400 generations, averaged over 5 runs. b is held constant at three. a Average investor trust (t) when
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fraction received when demand (d) evolves versus when it is held static at 1/b
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difference represents the fraction of the maximum reward (b = 3) that those with an evolved
demand received over those where d = 1/b.

B.1 Discussion
Generally, there are few to no differences compared to the results of the main text. Trust (t),
return rates (r ), demand (d), and the payoff difference between the two models are analogous.
The only time it is advantageous to demand fair offers is when blind trust co-evolves in an
environment of partial information and partner choice.

C Sensitivity Analysis: b
In this section, we consider whether our results are sensitive to changes in b. b represents
the value of investing; it is the scalar which is multiplied to an investment when an investor
chooses to invest with a trustee. In the main text b = 3, so when an investor trusts a trustee,
the investment of one is multiplied by three. Here we consider b =2, 4, and 5.
Two models were run for each value of b. First, we ran a model where MAO (d) was
permitted to evolve. Second, we held MAO static at 1/b. It is important note that altering
b has a large effect on the notions of profit and fairness. An investor turns a profit as long
as the trustee returns at least 1/b of the reward. When b = 2, 3, 4, and 5, this means an
investor should reject all offers less than 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5, respectively. When b = 2,
the minimum profitable return is also a fair return, 1/2.

C.1 Results
Figure 7 illustrates the results. The left graphs represent the average MAO (d) which evolved
for various values of b. The right graphs represent the difference in the fraction of maximum
reward (b) earned by an investor when MAO evolved, compared to when MAO was held
static at 1/b.
As mentioned above, the baseline for profitability shifts as b changes. The black shaded
area on the left graphs represents demands which are worse than not investing. They change
for different values of b. However, in all cases where trust is adaptive q > 1/b, rejecting
profitable demands requires partner choice (k > 1).
The right graphs of Fig. 7 illustrate the payoff difference between those who evolved a
MAO (d) and those where d = 1/b. The payoff difference represents the absolute payoff
difference between the two groups divided by b. The payoff difference is calculated this
way, so that we can compare the payoffs between different values of b. Obviously, when
b = 5, agents are receiving more absolute money compared to when b = 2. By calculating
the fraction of the maximum payoff (b) which is received, we can compare payoffs across
differing values of b.
A few observations are immediately apparent. First, the results of the main text hold for all
the values of b which we considered. The right graphs illustrate there is a state space where
evolving demands above 1/b can be advantageous. This is true for all values of b in a space
with partial information and partner choice. Trust and fairness norms co-evolve to produce a
profit compared to other strategies.
The next observation is that the state space where blind trust and high MAO are adaptive
grows as b increases. When b = 2, significantly less of the state space provides an advantage
for blind trust and high MAOs. Relatedly, as b increases, the relative payoff grows between
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Fig. 7 Sensitivity analysis for b =2, 4, and 5. Each value represents the population mean over the last 400
generations, averaged over 5 runs. Ni and Nt are held constant at 500. (Left graphs) The average investor
MAO (d), when MAO is permitted to evolve. (Right graphs) The difference between the investors’ average
fraction of the maximum reward received when demand (d) evolves versus when it is held static at 1/b. a, b
b = 2, c, d b = 4, e, f b = 5

those evolving demands and those who refuse to reject profitable offers (d = 1/b). It becomes
more beneficial to blindly trust and reject unfair offers as the power of investment increases.
Interestingly, this not because higher fractions of payoffs are received by those who evolve
their MAO. Instead it is because evolving the same MAO under different values of b is
increasingly more profitable, compared to those who do not demand fair offers. Figure 8
illustrates this. Each subgraph represents the difference between the fractional payoff of those
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Fig. 8 Difference between the fractional payoffs of investors when MAO (d) evolves, for differing values of
b. a Difference between investor payoff when b = 5 compared to b = 3. b Payoff difference between b = 4
and b = 3. c Payoff difference between b = 3 and b = 2. d Payoff difference between b = 5 and b = 2

who evolved their MAO for differing values of b. In the state space of partial information
and partner choice where trust and MAO evolve, all four graphs are black. This indicates that
the investors are receiving the same fraction of the payoff in all four cases.
Finally, it seems odd that in Fig. 7f, when b = 5 and there is no partner choice (k = 1),
there appears to be a benefit to evolving demand (d) when information is high (q > 0.9).
Previously, evolving demand was only advantageous given partial information (q < 1) and
partner choice (k > 2).
We believe this is just an interesting artefact based on the difference in the variance
of demand rates between the simulation which evolves MAO and the simulation where
d = 1/b. It has been shown that variation in investor behaviour can raise trustee return
rates [67], and when investor demands are permitted to evolve the variation in strategies
is much higher than when all demands are held static at 1/b. Importantly, however, this
does not affect our main results. The average demand rate where q > 0.9 and k = 1 is
less than d = 1/b (see Fig. 7e). Thus, demands for fairness are not evolving, and slight
increases in payoff are due to variation, not because agents are willing to reject profitable
offers.
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C.2 Discussion
In summary, the results of the main text hold for differing values of b. Partial information and
partner choice lead to the co-evolution of blind trust and rejecting profitable offers (d > 1/b).
Further, if b is permitted to evolve, then the average fraction of the reward received by the
investor is analogous over different values of b (see Fig. 8). However, when comparing an
investor who is willing to reject profitable offers (d > 1/b) to one who is not (d = 1/b), as
the reward for investing increases (i.e. as b increases), 1.) the relative benefit, and 2.) the size
of the state space for rejecting profitable offers increase.
These results offer some interesting predictions which seem to fall in line with the cultural
and economic differences found in the trust and ultimatum game. It is well known that
industrially advanced, rich societies tend to demand levels of fairness much higher than other
societies [40]. This model offers a potential explanation for this. The relative advantages of
trust and demands for fairness are far greater in rich, industrial societies where the reward
for investment is much higher (b >> 1). Further, given that the state space increases with
b, there is a higher likelihood that a wealthy, industrialized society will operate in a state
space where blind trust and rejecting unfair offers confers an advantage. Of course, the trust
game is a very simple metaphor for a marketplace, and other factors are assuredly affecting
fairness norms; however, further research may prove enlightening.

D Sensitivity Analysis: β
Here we consider our results as β decreases. β represents the intensity of selection [79].
During the selection process, β manipulates the likelihood that one agent will adopt a better
performing strategy (see Eq. 2). In the main text, β = 20. Consequently, an agent is highly
likely to adopt a better performing strategy.
Here we consider β = 10, 5, 1, and 0.5. To put these values in perspective, imagine that
Agent B is deciding whether to adopt Agent A’s strategy. When b = 3, the average payoff
for both agents rests in the range [0, 3]. Imagine that, on average, Agent A receives 0.3 more
than Agent B (i.e. 10% more relative to the maximum payoff) each round. When β = 20,
10, 5, 1, and 0.1, then, using Eq. 2, the chance that Agent B will switch strategies is 0.9975,
0.9526, 0.8176, 0.5744, and 0.5374, respectively.
For each value of β, we ran two simulations. First, we allowed demand (d) to evolve. In
the second, demand was held static at d = 1/b.

D.1 Results
Figure 9 depicts the results. Blind trust and high MAOs are adaptive for relatively weak levels
of selection intensity. Though, as the likelihood of copying another’s strategy decreases, the
benefits of blind trust and demanding fairness diminish. This is to be expected, since the best
strategy is not permeating through the society. However, even when β = 1, the advantage of
demanding fair offers and blindly trusting is weaker, but it is still clearly visible (see Fig. 9c).

D.2 Discussion
When β = 1, there is less than a 60% chance that a strategy which performs 10% better
will be adopted. This limitation is likely far below the threshold typically witnessed in
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Fig. 9 Sensitivity analysis for β =10, 5, 1, and 0.5. Each graph represents the payoff difference between the
investors’ average fraction received when demand (d) evolves versus when it is held static at 1/b. Each value
represents the population mean over the last 400 generations, averaged over 5 runs. b is held constant at three.
a β = 10, b β = 5, c β = 1, d β = 0.5

human societies. There is evidence that humans are much more likely to adopt advantageous
strategies compared to this minimum threshold [20].

E Sensitivity Analysis: μ and ν
During the selection phase, there are two ways in which stochasticity is added to the model.
First, with probability μ, an agent takes on a random strategy. Second, if an agent copies
another’s strategy, that strategy is uniformly mutated across the range [−ν, +ν].
Here we run a brief sensitivity analysis on both μ and ν. In the main text μ = 0.01 and
ν = 0.005. Here we test each parameter by multiplying the parameter by 5 and 1/5. μ is
tested at 0.05 and 0.002 whilst ν remains at 0.005. Then, ν is tested at 0.025 and 0.001 whilst
μ = 0.01. Two simulations were run for each test. In the first, MAO was permitted to evolve.
In the second, d = 1/b.
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Fig. 10 Sensitivity analysis for μ and ν. Each graph represents the difference between the investors’ average
fraction received when demand (d) evolves versus when it is held static at 1/b. Each value represents the
population mean over the last 400 generations, averaged over 5 runs. b is held constant at three. a μ = 0.002;
ν = 0.005, b μ = 0.05; ν = 0.005, c μ = 0.01; ν = 0.001, d μ = 0.01; ν = 0.025

E.1 Results
Figure 10 depicts the payoff difference when demand evolved, versus when it was held static.
The left graphs illustrate the payoff difference when μ is changed. The right graphs depict
the payoff difference when ν is altered.

E.2 Discussion
Generally, our results hold. Blind trust and the willingness to reject profitable offers co-evolve
in environments of partner choice and partial information.
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